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CONTEXT 





PREVIOUS RESEARCH
“…there’s no point in even looking at what’s 
happening for the child until you’ve looked at 
what’s happening for the parent.” 

“.....we got a referral, you need to work on 
parenting strategies like bedtime routines, so 
we thought, right, okay, we’ll go in and speak 
about what are the things that are getting in 
the way of bedtime routines, and there were 
no beds, because the family had no money for 
beds. Carpets, beds, curtains or anything. So 
we’re going, right, okay.”

“You’ll notice my language has kind of drifted 
from parenting to family support and that just 
happens naturally for me. I actually think that’s 
where we need to be.”



WE WILL COVER… 

Evaluation of Stepping Stones for Families’ Family Wellbeing Service

Impacts of CHANGE (Childcare and Nurture Glasgow East) - a community approach 
to creating better childcare for families living in the east of Glasgow

The influence of ACES and child poverty

Reflections and implications for action



STEPPING STONES EVALUATION

What impact has the Family Wellbeing Service had on 
 the parenting skills, resilience, parent/ child and family relationships of parents of pre-school 
children and families who engage with the Service? 

 parental, physical, mental and emotional health and wellbeing? 

 the confidence and capacity to learn amongst children of the parents who have engaged with the 
Service? 

Are there particular aspects of the Family Wellbeing Service model or approach that are important 
to the planned outcomes, and how do they add value?

For families who have not taken up the offer of engagement with the Family Wellbeing Service, what 
are their main reasons? 

How has the Family Wellbeing Service involved families in decisions that affect them? 



STEPPING STONES EVALUATION

Flexible, responsive approach by FWS workers resulted in:

▪ Clear positive impacts on parenting skills, resilience, parent/child        
and family relationships

▪ Healthier, happier, less stressed/anxious parents

▪ Improved parental confidence and socialisation

▪ Reduced risks of child protection measures being employed

▪ Parents feeling more in control of their lives

▪ Happier, calmer, healthier children who are more engaged in nursery 
and in learning





CHANGE: CHILDCARE AND NURTURE GLASGOW EAST



CHANGE EVALUATION: 
YEAR ONE

Affordable, flexible, 
formal childcare 

Increase in number of 
establishments and staff

Clear and accessible 
information

Drop-off centres for 
short-term care 



CHANGE EVALUATION: 
YEAR THREE 

Holistic family support

Long-term monitoring 
and evaluation of ELC 
expansion

Share key learning –
early adopters and 
community engagement

Sustainable HUB

Continue to 
communicate



LEARNING FROM CHANGE?
Parents/carers welcomed extended hours 

“We’ve gelled more as a family; nursery has given us structure. Before, our 
life was a mad rush, messy, chaotic. But we’ve now got time to sit with the 
older two and help with their homework, we talk to each other about what 

we’ve all been doing, its great”. (Parent/Carer)

Cost continues to be an issue

The expansion of ELC may be necessary - but it is not 
sufficient 

“You can’t just remove the child from it [home environment] and then send 
them back to the same situation after nursery without doing anything to 

improve it”. (Staff)





CHILD POVERTY TREND AND PROJECTION

• HBAI data set/DWP/Scottish Government.

• Reed H., Stark G. Forecasting Child Poverty in Scotland. Edinburgh: Scottish Government; 2018

Sources:



REFLECTIONS

Applying the principles in practice….

Offer services through trusted organisations 
and individuals that have strong local 
relationships

Routinely ask about and respond to major 
stressors affecting families

Focus on small incremental steps with frequent 
feedback

https://developingchild.harvard.edu/resources/three-early-childhood-development-principles-improve-child-

family-outcomes/

https://developingchild.harvard.edu/resources/three-early-childhood-development-principles-improve-child-family-outcomes/


REFLECTIONS



IMPLICATIONS FOR ACTION? 

The argument is won......

Normalising family support – assets rather than deficits

Flexibility/responsiveness in equitably resourced services

Policies across the life-course – tackling ‘rotten life syndrome’

Culture and values – organisational, societal.....
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